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About This Game

Welcome To Segfault!

Take the role of black hat hacker, breaching through the most secure companies in the world. Extract confidential data and sell
it to the darker side of the web.

Segfault is focused heavily on skill, as well as progression. Your task will not be as easy as you think. Order upgrades from the
Deep Web, fuse together components, and become the most renowned hacker in the world. Compare your Play Style with the

rest of the world as you strive to become the top ranked hacker.

Features:

~Single Player Campaign
~Component Synthesis

~65 Upgrades
~Steam Achievements

~Statistic Tracking
~Compete For Highscores Worldwide With Integrated Online Leaderboards!

~Game Changing Mutators With 504 Possible Combinations
~Bipolar AI assistant
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So, i've been playing this game for some consecutive hours and i must say: this is a masterpiece.

I would totally buy it for a bigger price. 10/10. Casual ARPG with high production values. Unique historical setting that seems
really well researched. You get some cool abilities and having 5 characters to choose from on the fly keeps things fresh. I'm not
a big fan of the inventory management. Having to stop and sort through tons of items a few times per stage isn't something I
enjoy but I guess that's kind of a staple of the genre. Still a bit buggy at times but the devs have fixed a lot with the first
patches.. This game is very addictive if you wanna have a good life please stay away from it?. This is my favourite chapter of
Little Nightmares, including any from the base game. While the base game is a well paced adventure experience, this chapter is
more like a series of puzzles within a decently sized central hub, and a new mechanic involving the kid's flashlight. I really
enjoyed my time with this DLC, and it does add to the base game's story, if you are interested in that.. Would not recommend to
buy, very buggy. Stuck in game and cant continue because of bug. Tried to refund but since I left the game on it says Ive played
for 25 hrs and was rejected.
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FOR THE LADY!. It is a fun cartoon based arcade game that I would request to any one that is interested in the game, to try it
for your self.. After playing all 4 maps, 3\/4 of the maps are Very very hard and will offer some challange and brings back some
of the hardest\/most anoying enemys from Rev1 and Re6.

This pack will offer a challange for some and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off others (my self included).. It does
one thing -- first-person platformer -- and does it well. It has the float-y feeling that amateur Unity walker games have, but it
embraces it, so the last few levels you're hoping to squeeze out just a little more of that float to reach the nearest platform.
If ever you get lost, look around for the "beacon" lights to hint what direction you need to go, and check the "target" rangefinder
in the lower-right (though you will have to walk away from the target sometimes to get closer). The landscapes are huge but you
don't need to spend five minutes marching anywhere.. Very nice story and gameplay, even though the graphics is not that good,
but who cares? as long as the gameplay is good, it's a good game. Definite recommend!
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